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(57) ABSTRACT 
A method is provided for marking electrical Wiring with 
condition indicators. One or more markers are added to one 
or both of the insulative material and a surface of an 
electrical conductor such that it bonds thereto. Each marker 
is capable of emanating into a surrounding atmospheric 
environment as a gaseous effluent in response to a specific 
condition experienced by the electrical conductor. 
18 Claims, 5 Drawing Sheets 
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MARI(ING ELECTRICAL WIRING WITH 
CONDflION INDICATORS 
CLAIM OF BENEFIT OF PROVISIONAL 
emanating into a surrounding atmospheric environment as a 
gaseous effluent in response to a speciftc condition experi- 
e n d  by the electrical conductor during its useful life. 
Electrical wiring marked in this fashion can be monitored in 
APPLICATION 5 order to anticipate future problems. Specifically, the atmo- 
I” 
is claimed for this non-provisional application. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION FIG. 1 is a schematic view of a system for passively 
assessing the insulative material of electrical wiring in 
accordance with the present invention; 
assessing the insulative material of electrical wiring in 
accordance with the present invention; 
FIG. 3 is a schematic view of a system for passively 
20 assessing the insulative material of a plurality of electricai 
conductors in accordance with the present invention; 
FIG. 4 is a schematic view of a system for actively 
assessing the insulative material of a plurality, af electrical 
conductors in accordance with the present invention; and 
FIG. 5 is a schematic view of another embodiment of a 
system for passively assessing the insulative material of 
electrical wiring in accordance with the present invention. 
The invention descriied herein was made by employees 
of the United States Government and may be manufactured 15 
poses without the 
therefor. 
and used by or for the Government for gove-ental pur- FIG. is a view Of a system for 
of any royalties thereon or 
CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATION 
This patent application is co-pending with one related 
patent application Ser. No. 10/421,409 entitled “Method for 
Anticipating Problems with Electrical Wiring,” filed Apr. 21, 25 
2003, and owned by the Same as this patent 
application (NASA Case No. LAR 16327-1). 
BACKGROUND OF THE 1NVENTION 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
1. Field of the Invention 30 INVENTION 
This invention relates to assessment of an electrical wire. 
markers that can emanate from electrical wiring as a gaseous 
Referring now to the drawings, and more particularly to 
with the present invention is shown 
More specifically, the invention is a method for adding FIG. 1, one embodiment of a system for assessing electrical 
where each gaseous effluent is monitored to indicate 35 and referenced generally by numeral 100, More spe&cally, 
a spec&c experienced by the wiring, such wndi- system 100 problems with the -lative material 
wiring in 
tion potentially affecting the future integrity of the electrical 
wiring. of electrical mg. Such Wiring is represented in FIG. by an electrical conductor 10 that has an electrically insulative 
2. Description of the Related At material 12 in contact therewith. For each embodiment 
WiriDg (e.g., individual conductors, .bundles of 4o described herein, it is to be understood that the conductor 10 
is representative of both a standard electrically conductive 
wire and an electrically condu’ctive run (on a printed circuit 
board (PCB)) where the insulation and the PCB material, 
respectively, serve as insulative material 12. 
Insdative material 12 is any material that possesses 
electrical insulation propemes, a variety of which are well 
known in the art. During normal processing of insht ive 
material 12, one or more impurities 14 mol-larly bond to 
material 12 without affecting the electrical or structural 
or 
~ O ~ g h o U t  the k h t i v e  material 12 or on the surface of 
insdative material 12. For example, if material 12 were 
dyed &ring the processing thereof, impurities 14 would be 
in the form ofthe dye(s) that impregnated insdative material 
from aMoYh3 brief intemPtiOns 55 12. In another example, if insulative material 12 were 
printed upon during the processing thereof, the printing ink 
would form impurities 14 on the surface of insulative 
material 12. In either case, the present invention takes 
advantage of the fact that the molecular bonding or attach- 
with condition indicators and a method for anticipating 60 ment energy coupkg itnpUritieS 14 to hSu1atiVe material 12 
problems with electrical Wiring. The electrical wiring corn- is generally relatively Weak. 
prises at least one electrical conductor having an insulative During the normal useful life of conductor 10, electric 
material, the insulative material being in contact with the current wi l l  pass therethrough thereby causing a certain low 
electrical conductor and providing electrical insulation prop- level of heat to be generated in conductor 12. Over time, the 
erties. At least one marker is added to one or both of the 65 low levels of heat tend to cause the conductor’s insulative 
insulative material and a surface of the electrical conductor material to degrade. Additionally, greater levels of heat are 
such that it bonds thereto. Each marker is capable of generated in conductor 10 if there has been damage thereto. 
conductors, conductive runs on printed circuit boards, etc.) 
is used extensively for the delivery of electrical power and 
electrically coded information. Although wiring is typically 
presumed to be stable and avoid degradation, the reality is 
that many applications are critically affected by aging of 45 
electrical insulation disposed about CUI electrical conductor. 
For example, insulation may be adversely affected by mois- 
ture and heat. As the insulation ages, the loss-tangent of the 
material changes thereby changing the frequency response 
and power loss of the associated electrical conductors. In 5o integrity of material 12. Such bonding can occur 
power tranSmkiOn appliCatiOns, eleCtnCa1 iIISUlatiOII plays 
a key role in the prevention of shorts and arcs. Specifically, 
insulation degradation can cause functional f a k e s  such aS 
frequency attenuation and short Circtlits. Such failures may 
lead to Problems 
of service to lengthy catastrophic system failures. 
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
The invention is a method for marking electrical wiring 
US 6,985,083 B2 
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Such damage could be caused by various forms of mechani- Such systems and techniques include, but are not limited to, 
cal stresses (e.g., bending, cuts, chafing, etc.), environmental optical systems and techniques that detect a unique absorp- 
stresses (e.g., high temperatures, excessive moisture, etc.), tion at specific wavelengths of the electromagnetic spec- 
or operational stresses (e& current Surges, over-voltage trum; gas chromatography systems and techniques that 
conditions, etc.). It has been discovered that both hi@ and 5 segregate effluents by size and/or mass and determine the 
low levels Of heat eneW can break the relatively Weak amount of segregated effluents; colorimetry system and 
bond that l4 to &dative techniques; electromagnetic detection systems and 
material 12. When these bonds &purities l4 escape techniques, such as optical fiber systems or other spectro- 
or emanate from insulative material l2 in a gaseous effluent photometric techniques; and ultrasonic sysfem and tech- 
form, designated in IO niques that monitor changes in scattering, absolption, wave 
At normal opera- loads where the heat experienced by propagation speed change, and non-linear effects that 
conductor 10 is relatively low, gaseous effluent 14Atends to depend on changes in the ratio of gaseous specific heats. 
emanate from insulative material 12 slowly and at a fairly The present method and system can also be used in a 
steady rate. However, if conductor 10 has undergone some checy fashion as iflustrated by the embodiment depicted in 
form of mechanical, environmental, Or operational Stress, O r  15 FIG. 2 where like reference numerak are used for those 
any combination thereof, that causes a mater  amount of elements in c o r n o n  with the embodiment of FIG. 1. More 
heat to be generated in the conductor, the rate of escape of an energy source 108 
gaseous effluent 14A can be greater than the capable of directing energy (e.g., heat energy) toward an 
rate experienced at normal operatkg currents. BY monitor- area of interest (between dashed lines 20) of conductor 10 
ing the presence and/or levels of gaseous effluent 14A, the 2o and its surroun&g hulative material 12. ne energy 
present invention provides a method and system for antici- generated and fiected by source 108 should be 
pating problems with conductor 10. sufficient to cause the emanation of impurities 14 as gaseous 
For example, the system could continually monitor for effluent 14A. System 200 can be used in a variety of ways 
gaseous e f f l~~mt  14A and generate an alarm when One of the depending on the bonding or attachment ene rb  associated 
following events occurs: 25 with impurities 14. For example, if the bonding energy 
(i) the levels of gaseous effluent 14A increase to some associated with impurities 14 is very weak, system 200 can 
predetermined level that indicates the occurrence of a be used to confirm whether or not any of impurities 14 
stressful event; or remain in or on insulative material 12 in area 20. That is, if 
(ii) the levels of gaseous effluent 14A decrease to some a low (or no) level of gaseous effluent 14A is detected, this 
predetermined level that indicates the possible onset of 30 condition may indicate that hulative material 12 may not 
degradation of the insulative material because a have much useful life le&. If, however, the bonding energy 
reduced level of gaseous effluent 14A normally occurs associated with impurities 14 is stronger such that only 
when the level of impurities in the insulative material stressful situations cause emanation from insulative material 
14 becomes substantially or completely depleted. Such 12 as gaseous effluent 14A, system 200 can be used to 
reduced or non-existent levels of gaseous effluent 14A 35 determine whether area 20 has experienced such stressful 
could signify that a number of stressful events had situations. That is, if energy source 108 can cause emanation 
already occurred. Thus, another approach of the present of gaseous effluent 14A, it may be presumed that area 20 has 
invention would involve monitoring the presence of already experienced stress and should be repaired. The 
gaseous effluent 14A, where the presence of gaseous monitoring aspect of system 200 operates in the same 
effluent 14A is indicative of viable insulative material 40 fashion under each of the above situations. Specifically, 
12 while the absence of gaseous effluent 14Ais indica- energy source 108 directs its energy toward area 20 and 
tive of degraded insulative material 12. sensor 102, processing unit 1d4, and alarm unit 106 function 
To achieve the above-described methodology, system 100 a s  described e he embodiment of FIG. 1. 
includes one or more sensors 102 positioned along and in the The present is not limited to use with a single 
vicinity of conductor 10. Each of sensors 102 is capable of 45 conductor and can be extended for use with a plurality of 
monitoring a local environment for gaseous effluent 14A. conductors. By way of illustrative example, two conductors 
Sensor outputs are supplied to a processing unit 104 that is 10 and 11 are shown in FIG. 3, although more than two 
programmed with one or more predetermined levels for conductors can also be monitored. As in the previous 
comparison with the levels of gaseous effluent 14A moni- embodiments, each of conductors 10 and 11 has insulative 
tored by sensors 102. As mentioned above, a low predeter- 50 material 12 in contact therewith. However, impurity 14 is 
mined level (meaning levels of impnrities 14 are greatly associated with conductor 10 while a Werent impurity 15 
diminished) could be used to signify the normal aging of is associated with conductor 11. Accordingly, each gaseous 
conductors 10 while a high predetermined level could be effluent 14A and 15A is a unique substance and each of 
used to signify the occurrence of a stressful event. In either sensors 102 in system 300 is sensitive to and can distinguish 
case, once gaseous effluent 14A attains one of the predeter- 55 between each gaseous effluent 14Aand 1SA. Note that each 
mined levels, processing unit 104 sends an alarm signal to of sensors 102 is representative of a single gas discriminat- 
an alarm unit 106 which can be realized by one or more ing sensing system or multiple dedicated sensing systems. 
audio and/or visual alarm devices. The particular sensor 102 The processing unit 104 and alarm unit 106 of system 300 
that detects a high or low level of gaseous effluent 14A also function as previously descnied in the embodiment of FIG. 
provides a general location of the anticipated Wiring prob- 60 1 for each of gaseous effluent 14A and EA. 
lem so that the conductor 10 can be repaired or replaced. The present method and system can also be used to “spot 
Monitoring of gaseous effluent 14A by sensors 102 in check” one or more conductors in a multiple conductor 
each of the embodiments descnied herein can be accom- situation as illustrated by system 400 of FiG. 4. Once again, 
plished in a variety of ways. Accordingly, it is to be like reference numerals are used for those elements in 
understood that each of sensors 102 is representative of a 65 common with the previous embodiments. Similar to the 
variety of well known systemsor techniques used to monitor system ZOO, system 400 includes an energy source 108 nsed 
levels of gaseous substances such as gaseous effluent 14A. to cause a specific one or all of gaseous effluents 14A and 
’ by reference numeral 14A. 
a system 200 
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15A to emanate fiom insdative material 12 in area 20. What is claimed as new and desired to be secured by 
Sensors 102, processing unit 104 and alarm unit 106 func- 
tion as previously described for the embodiments of FIGS. 1. A method of marking electrical Wiring with condition 
1 and 2 to provide condition indications of one or all of 
conductors 10 and ll. providing an electrical conductor having an insulative 
The present invention has thus far been described for a material in contact therewith that provides electrical 
single iinpurity associated with each conductor. However, insulation properties; and 
the present invention could be used where more than adding at least one marker to at least one of said insulative 
one type of impnrity is associated with a conductor. For material and a surface of said electrical conductor, each 
example, as illustrated in FIG. 5 for single conductor 10, IO said marker being molecularly bonded to said at least 
one of said insulative material and said surface of said insulative material 12 could have both impurities 14 and 15 
electrical conductor, each said marker emanating into a impregnated therein or disposed thereon. For example, surrounding atmospheric environment as a gaseous i m p i t y  14 could be impregnated (e.g., a dye) while impu- effluent in response to a specific condition experienced 
by said electrical conductor. rity 15 could be disposed on the surface (e.g., printed) of 
insulative material 12. If surface impurity 15 is released as 15 2. A method according to claim wherein said step for 
a gaseous effluent during normal operating conditions while adding comprises the act of impregnating said insulative 
impregnated impurity 14 were released only during stressful material with said at least one marker. 
operating conditions, system 500 could anticipate both nor- 3, A method to 1 said step for 
tionally designed to make specitic situations of interest 
the impurities inherent in currently manufactured insdative 
materials, specific markers could be added to either the 
insulative material or directly on an electrical conductor. For 25 indicators, comprising steps for: 
on which conductive runs are deposited, etc.) could be 
intentionally and specifically marked with one or more 
“markers” that do not affect electrical and/or structural 
integrity of the insulative material. Each such marker would 30 
be selected such that it would emanate into a surrounding 
atmospheric environment as  a gaseous effluent and in a 
known fashion when specific conditions of interest are 
experienced. Different markers could be used to indicate 
each of mechanical stresses, specific types of environmental 35 
or operational stresses, and normal use degradation. The 
markers could be disposed in or layered on the surface of the 
insulative material or even directly on the electrical conduc- 
impregnated in the insulative material. 
The passive and active systems and methods presented 
herein provide the to anticipate electrical wiring 
problem before they occur. In way, Wiring repa& can the act Of said plurality Of 
be affected before overall system Mure.  The present inven- 
tion further provides for the marking of electrical +g 45 said step for 
with specific condition indicators. a result, the present adding the act Of depositing said Plurality Of 
Letters Patent of the United States iS: 
indicators, Comprising Steps for: 
5 
de@adation and caused by stressful adding the act of depositing said at least one 
Each of the above-described embodiments could be inten- 20 marker on a surface of said insdative material. 
4. A method 
marker on said 
to claim ,#herein said step for 
quickly That rather being limited by adding the act of depositing said at least one 
of said electrical con+ctor. 
5. A method of marking electrical Wiring with condition 
example, the insulative material (e.g., wire coatings, PCBs providing an electrical conductor having an 
material in contact therewith that provides electrical 
insulation properties; and 
adding a plurality Of markers to at least One Of said 
insulative material and a surface of said electrical 
conductor, each of said plurality of markers being 
molecularly bonded to said at least one of said insula- 
tive material and a surface of said electrical conductor, 
each Of said plurality Of markers emanating as a 
gaseous effluent into a surrounding atmospheric envi- 
ronment in response to one of a plurality of specific 
conditions experienced by said electrical conductor. 
tor. Additionally or alternatively, the markers could be 6,  A method according to wherein said for 
4o adding comprises the act of impregnating said insulative 
7. A method according to claim 5 wherein said step for 
with said plurality Of markers’ 
On a surface Of material. 
8. A method according to 
invention provides not only for the anticipation of electrical 
wiring problems, but also for the diagnosis of these pmb- 9.  A method for anticipating problems with electrical 
lems so that both symptoms and their root causes can be 
providing an electrical conductor having an insulative analyzed and addressed. 
material in contact therewith that provides electrical Although only a few exemplary embodiments of this 
invention have been descriied in detail above, those skilled insulation properties; 
in the art rea&y appreciate that many modifications are adding at least one marker to at least one of said insdative 
possible in the exemplary embodiments without materially material and a surface of said electrical conductor, each 
departing firom the novel teachings and advantages of this 55 said marker emanating into a Surrounding abOsPheriC 
invention. Accordingly, all such modificatiom are intended environment as a gaseous effluent in response to a 
to be included within the scope of this invention as defined specific condition experienced by said electrical con- 
in the following claims. In the claims, means-plus-function ductor; 
and step-plus-function clauses are intended to cover the monitoring said atmospheric environment for said gas- 
structures or acts described herein as performing the recited MI eous eftluent; and 
function and not only structural equivalents, but also equiva- generating an alarm signal when a predetermined level of 
lent structures. Thus, although a nail and a screw may not be said gaseous effluent is detected. 
structural equivalents in that a nail employs a cylindrical 10. Amethod according to claim 9 wherein said step for 
surface to secure wooden parts together, whereas a m e w  monitoring uses at least one technique selected from the 
employs a helical surface, in the environment of fastening 65 group consisting of optical techniques, gas chromatography 
wooden parts, a nail and a screw may be equivalent strnc- techniques, colorimetry techniques, electromagnetic detec- 
tures. tion techniques, and ultrasonic techniques. 
markers on said surface of said electrical conductor. 
wiring7 steps for: 
5o 
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ll. A method according to claim 9 wherein said step for 
adding comprises the act of impregnating said insulative 
material with said at least one marker. 
12. A method according to claim 9 wherein said step for 
adding comprises the act of depositing said at least one 5 
marker on a surface of said insulative material. 
adding comp-s the act of depositing said at least one 
marker on said surface of said electrical conductor. 
wiring, comprising steps for: 
generating an alarm signal when a predetermined level of 
said gaseous effluent of any said unique marker is 
detected. 
according to claim 14 wherein said step for 
monitoring uses at least one technique selected from the 
techniques, colorimetry techniques, electromagnetic detec- 
tion techniques, end ultrasonic techniques. 
14. A method for anticipating problems with electrical 10 16. Amethod according to claim 14 wherein said step for 
adding comprises the act of impregnating said insulative 
providing a plurality of electrical conductors, each of said materid in contact with each of said plurality of electrical 
plurality of electrical conductors having an insulative conductors 
material in contact therewith that 17. Amethod according to claim 14 wherein said step for insulation properties; adding comprises the act of depositing said at least one 
adding at least one unique marker to at least one of (i) said unique marker on a surface of said insdative in insulative material for each of said plurality of electri- 
cal conductors and (ii> a surface of each of said contact with each of said plurality of electrical conductors. 
plurality of electrical con~uc~ors, each unique 18. Amethod according to claim 14 wherein said step for 
marker emanating into a surrounding atmospheric en+ 2o adding comprises the act of depositing said at least one 
ronment as a gaseous effluent in response to a specific unique marker on said surface of each of said plurality of 
condition experienced by said electrical conductor; electrical conductors. 
monitoring said atmospheric environment for said gas- 
15. 
W. according to claim 9 wherein said step for P U P  consisting Of Optical tecMques, gas chromato~PhY 
said at least one unique marker. 
15 
I 
eous effluent of each said unique marker; and * * * * *  
